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Innovations in grammatical constructions have rarely been reported in Japanese as an 
indicator of possible language change in progress, but one instance of such emerging 
grammatical patterns has been observed in the intransitivizing construction (Tsujimura 2007, 
2008).  The normative pattern of the construction is formed with the gerundive form of a 
transitive verb suffixed by a stative verb aru “be” with the theme argument as its subject, as Hi-
ga kesite-aru (fire-Nom extinguish-aru) “The fire has been extinguished”.  The innovative 
pattern, however, minimally differs in consisting of an intransitive verb in place of a transitive 
verb, as in Hi-ga kiete-aru.  The previous studies have shown that the emerging pattern is 
generally more prevalent among younger speakers and in the western region of Japan.  They also 
show that the new pattern is more acceptable with low-frequency intransitive verbs.  The 
frequent use of the innovative pattern by a young novelist, Mieko Kawakami, who grew up in the 
western region, suggests yet another factor for the emerging pattern:  verbs that appear in the 
innovative construction generally fall under the lexical semantic classes of “spatial 
configuration” and “contiguous location” based on Levin’s (1993) verbal classification, such as 
tsuku “attach”, kakaru “hang”, and kasanaru “pile up”.  This study examines whether the lexical 
semantic nature of verbs contribute to the innovation of the new intransitivizing pattern.  The 
results indicate that it is indeed the case.  Our questionnaire study for acceptability judgments 
shows that verbs of spatial configuration are significantly more acceptable in the innovative 
pattern than other verbs.  Furthermore, the role of the lexical semantic specification is more 
significant with high-frequency verbs in the innovative pattern, making them easier to be 
acceptable, than with low frequency verbs.  This confirms that frequency and lexical semantic 
nature of verbs are both pertinent to the emerging pattern.  
  
  
 
 


